
Item no.: 374542

Umbra CAPPA 1 ROD 66-120 GOLD

from 31,70 EUR
Item no.: 374542

shipping weight: 1.10 kg
Manufacturer: Umbra

Product Description
Each Cappa curtain pole from Umbra is made of high-quality metal and individually tested for quality. The durable and versatile Cappa curtain pole is suitable for light to medium
weight curtains with a maximum weight of 10kg. In addition, everything you need for quick installation is included, including matching metal end pieces, adjustable wall brackets,
screws, plugs and easy-to-follow installation instructions. The extendable curtain pole suits a variety of interior styles and can be used for curtains with eyelets, loops, ruffle tape and
drawstring. Wall brackets for single curtain poles are mounted 10 cm from the wall, wall brackets for double curtain poles 15 cm. The curtain rod is made with a more
environmentally friendly coating. It produces 85% less water and solid waste than conventional galvanised coatings. - Complete curtain pole set:Cappa is available in different
lengths and is suitable for curtains or drapes up to 10 kg- Easy to install:Cappa telescopic curtain pole is supplied with everything you need for quick installation; 4 end pieces, wall
brackets, screws, plugs and installation instructions- Perfect for:Cappa curtain pole is perfect for curtains with eyelets, back tabs, ruffle tape and tabs- Complete the look:Complete
the look with our matching Cappa clip curtain rings (sold separately)- Original Design & Satisfaction Guaranteed:Our team of international designers bring thought, creativity and
original design to everyday objects. Umbra products are made from high quality materials.Details:- Material: 95 % steel, 5 % ABS- Dimensions (L x W x H): 309 x 8 x 8 cm-
Extendable: 106 - 309 cm- Colour: gold- Designed by: UMBRA STUDIO
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